To: Department of Labor

With respect to mandatory annuitization of IRA's and 401(k)'s, I would say that this requirement would be tantamount to theft and a violation of the Constitution, Natural Law and an valid moral principle. This appears to be nothing but a plan to force feed the purchase of debt to finance endless government spending while inflation destroys all purchasing power of the life savings of all retirees forced to participate in this ludicrous scheme. The timing of this policy proposal is suspicious. After the longest bull market in bonds, the doubling of the monetary base, continued plans to monetize all classes of debts through nefarious methods, and proposed deficits that would risk hyperinflation, the government plans to mandate the purchase of securities that may have the most downside directly proportional to government fiscal and monetary irresponsibility.

If this immoral and unconstitutional act denying Americans of their freedom and property were to be enforced via further denials of freedom, Americans ought to consider revolution against the powers that be. God willing that revolution will not be bloody.

Fiercely loyal to the U.S. Constitution,
Chris Recker